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“THE HEAD-MONEY CASES.”1

EDYE AND OTHERS V. ROBERTSON. (FIVE

CASES.)1

1. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW—REGULATION OF
COMMERCE—LICENSE TAX ON VESSELS
BRINGING ALIEN PASSENGERS—ACT OF
AUGUST 3, 1882.

The act of congress of August 3, 1882, (22 st. at Large, 214,)
entitled “An act to regulate immigration,” which levies a
duty of 50 cents for every passenger not a citizen of the
United States who shall come by steam or sail vessel from
a foreign port to any port within the United States, to
be paid to the collector of customs of the port to which
such passenger shall come, by the master, owner, agent, or
consignee of every such vessel, is a regulation of commerce
with foreign nations, within the provisions of article 1, § 8,
of the constitution of the United States.

2. SAME—CAPITATION TAX.

The duty thus levied is not within the provision of article 1, §
9, of the constitution, that “no capitation or other direct tax
shall be laid, unless in proportion to the census.” The act is
an act regulating commerce, and authorizing the commerce
in question on conditions to be observed, and the duty is
a license fee, measured by the number of passengers. It is
not a capitation tax, but a tax on the owner of the vessel,
and on the business of bringing in alien passengers.

3. SAME—UNIFORMITY OF TAXATION—GENERAL
WELFARE.

The act is not in violation of article 1, § 8, of the constitution,
providing that “congress shall have power to lay and collect
taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, to pay the debts and
provide for the common defense and general welfare of
the United States; but all duties, imposts, and excises
shall be uniform throughout the United States.” It is not
passed in the exercise of the power of laying taxes, but of
regulating commerce. The tax being a license tax, the rule
of uniformity is sufficiently observed, inasmuch as the tax
extends to all persons of the class selected by congress;
that is, to all steam and sail vessels coming to all ports
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in the United States, from all foreign ports, with all alien
passengers. And the case is not one where a court can say
that the tax is not laid for the general welfare of the United
States.

4. SAME—CONFLICT WITH PRIOR TREATIES.

The act in question is not in violation of treaties in existence
before the act was passed, between the United States and
the various foreign countries of which the owners of the
vessels bringing the passengers were citizens or subjects,
which provided for freedom of commerce or navigation,
since it applies to citizens of the United States and their
vessels as well. Semble, that even if the act were in conflict
with the prior treaties, it would supersede them, under
article 6 of the constitution, providing that all laws and
all treaties shall be the supreme law of the land in equal
degree.
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5. SAME—PASSENGERS UNDER ONE YEAR OF AGE.

Under the provisions of the act, each child under one year of
age is to be counted as a passenger.

Henderson v. Mayor, 92 U. S. 259, cited; People v. Gump.
Gen. Trans. Cir. Ct., 10 FED. REP. 357; Sup. Ct., 107 U.
S. 59, [S. C. 2. Sup. Ct. Rep. 87,] cited.

At Law.
P. J. Joachimsen, for plaintiffs.
A. W. Tenney, Dist. Atty., for defendant.
BLATCHFORD, Justice. This is a suit at law

to recover back moneys paid under protest to the
collector of the port of New York, by the plaintiffs. It
has been tried before the court without a jury, on an
agreed statement of facts, the material parts of which
are as follows: The plaintiffs are partners in trade in
the city of New York, and carry on a business of
transporting passengers and freight on the high seas,
between Holland and the United States, as consignees
and agents. In October, 1882, there arrived at the port
of New York, from Holland, a ship owned by citizens
of Holland, carrying 382 persons, not citizens of the
United States, among whom were 20 under the age
of one year, and 59 between the ages of one year and
eight years. On the arrival of the ship, the master, in



pursuance of section 9 of the passenger act of August
2, 1882, delivered to the proper officers the lists of
passengers, with the specifications, required by that
section, from which it appeared that said 382 persons
were all subjects of Holland or other foreign powers
in treaty with the United States. The collector, before
allowing complete entry of the vessel, decided that
the plaintiffs must pay a duty of 50 cents for each of
said 382 passengers, being $191. By the regulations of
the treasury department the non-payment of the $191
would have permitted the defendant to refuse the
complete entry of the vessel, or to refuse to give her a
clearance from the port of New York to her home port,
and such imposition would have created an apparent
lien on the vessel for that sum. On the demand of the
defendant the plaintiffs paid said sum under a protest,
of which a copy is put in evidence, and appealed to
the secretary of the treasury, who sustained the action
of the defendant, and this suit was brought within 90
days after the rendering of such decision. The payment
was levied and made under the act of August 3, 1882,
entitled “An act to regulate immigration.” 22 St. at
Large, c. 376, p. 214.

The principal question involved in this case is as to
the constitutional validity of the said act. It provides as
follows:

“That there shall be levied, collected, and paid a
duty of fifty cents for each and every passenger not a
citizen of the United States who shall come by steam
or sail vessel from a foreign port to any port within
the United States. The said duty shall be paid to
the collector of customs of the port to which such
passenger shall come, or if there be no collector at
such port, then to the collector of customs nearest
thereto, by the master, owner, agent, or consignee of
every such vessel, within twenty-four hours after the
entry thereof into such port. The money thus collected
shall be paid into the United States treasury, and



shall constitute a fund to be called the immigrant 137

fund, and shall be used, under the direction of the
secretary of the treasury, to defray the expense of
regulating immigration under this act, and for the care
of immigrants arriving in the United States, for the
relief of such as are in distress, and for the general
purposes and expenses of carrying this act into effect.
The duty imposed by this section shall be a lien
upon the vessels which shall bring such passengers
into the United States, and shall be a debt in favor
of the United States against the owner or owners of
such vessels; and the payment of such duty may be
enforced by any legal or equitable remedy; provided,
that no greater sum shall be expended for the purposes
hereinbefore mentioned, at any port, than shall have
been collected at such port.

“Sec. 2. That the secretary of the treasury is hereby
charged with the duty of executing the provisions
of this act and with supervision over the business
of immigration to the United States, and for that
purpose he shall have power to enter into contracts
with such state commission, board, or officers as may
be designated for that purpose by the governor of any
state to take charge of the local affairs of immigration
in the ports within said state, and to provide for
the support and relief of such immigrants therein
landing as may fall into distress or need public aid,
under the rules and regulations to be prescribed by
said secretary; and it shall be the duty of such state
commission, board, or officers so designated to
examine into the condition, of passengers arriving at
the ports within such state in any ship or vessel, and
for that purpose all or any of such commissioners
or officers, or such other person or persons as they
shall appoint, shall be authorized to go on board
of arid through any such ship or vessel; and if, on
such examination, there shall! be found among such
passengers any convict, lunatic, idiot, or any person



unable to take care of himself or herself without
becoming a public charge, they shall report the same in
writing to the collector of such port, and such persons
shall not be permitted to land.

“Sec. 3. That the secretary of the treasury shall
establish such regulations and rules and issue from
time to time such instructions not inconsistent with law
as he shall deem best calculated to protect the United
States and immigrants into the United States from
fraud and loss, and for carrying out the provisions of
this act and the immigration laws of the United States;
and he shall prescribe all forms of bonds, entries, and
other papers to be used under and in the enforcement
of the various provisions of this act.

“Sec. 4. That all foreign convicts except those
convicted of political offenses, upon arrival, shall be
sent back to the nations to which they belong and
from whence they came. The secretary of the treasury
may designate the state board of charities of any
state in which such board shall exist by law, or any
commission in any state, or any person or persons
in any state whose duty it shall be to execute the
provisions of this section without compensation. The
secretary of the treasury shall prescribe regulations for
the return of the aforesaid persons to the countries
from whence they came, and shall furnish instructions
to the board, commission, or persons charged with the
execution of the provisions of this section as to the
mode of procedure in respect thereto, and may change
such instructions from time to time. The expense of
such return of the aforesaid persons not permitted to
land shall be borne by the owners of the vessels in
which they came.”

In view of decisions made by the supreme court
there can be no doubt that this act is a regulation of
commerce with foreign nations.

In Henderson v. Mayor, 92 U. S. 259, a statute
of New York, containing provisions in substance like



those in this act, was held to be a regulation of
commerce with foreign nations, and intended to
regulate commercial matters not only of national but
international 138 commerce, which are best regulated

by one uniform rule applicable alike to all the seaports
of the United States; and the statute was held to be
void because legislation on the subject covered by it
was confided exclusively to congress, by article 1, § 8,
of the constitution of the United States, which confers
power on congress “to regulate commerce with foreign
nations.” By the statute of New York the master of a
vessel, arriving at the port of New York from a foreign
port, was required to give a bond for each passenger
not a citizen of the United States, conditioned to
indemnify against expense for the relief or support of
such passenger for four years, with the alternative of
commuting for the bond by paying for the passenger,
within 24 hours after his landing, the sum of $1.50. In
default of giving the bond, or paying the commutation
tax, a penalty of $500 for every such passenger was
imposed, which was made a lien on and enforceable
against the vessel. Although the penalty for failure to
pay did not accrue till 24 hours after the passenger was
landed, it was held, in the Henderson Case, that the
penalty was incurred by the act of landing him without
payment, and that it was, in fact, for the act of bringing
him into the state.

In the case of People v. Compagnie Generale
Transatlantique,—Sup. Ct., 107 U. S. 59; [S. C. 2
Sup. Ct. Rep. 87;] Cir. Ct., 10 FED. EEP. 357,—at
the last term of the United States supreme court, a
subsequent statute of New York, requiring the master,
owner, agent, or consignee of every vessel bringing
an alien passenger from a foreign port to the port of
New York to pay a duty of one dollar for each such
passenger, within 24 hours after the entry of the vessel
into port, was held void on the ground that such a tax
was “a regulation of commerce with foreign nations,



confided by the constitution to the exclusive control of
congress.”

But it is contended that because the act of congress,
now in question, in regulating commerce, imposes a
duty of 50 cents for each passenger, not a citizen of
the United States, who comes by steam or sail vessel
from a foreign port to a port within the United States,
it violates several provisions of the constitution.

It is said that the duty is a capitation tax, and that
article 1, § 9, of the constitution requires that “no
capitation or other direct tax shall be laid, unless in
proportion to the census.” But the act is manifestly,
in its general purpose and effect, ah act regulating
commerce. It was passed because state, laws of the
same character had been held void. It applies to all
the sea-ports of the United States, and to all steam-
vessels and all sail-vessels coming from a foreign port.
Having power to prohibit the commerce in question,
congress had power to authorize it on conditions to
be observed. Such conditions are regulations. The
permission to, bring in alien passengers in steam or
sail vessels from foreign ports, on paying the duty,
is, in fact, the granting of a license to carry on such
commerce, and the duty is a license fee, measured by
the number of passengers. Granting 139 such license,

for a fee, is regulating commerce. The tax or duty or
fee is a part of the regulation, and it should be clearly
shown that there is no power in congress to exact the
duty. This is not shown.

Besides, this tax is not within the definition of a
capitation tax, as always recognized. It is not a tax
on the poll, without regard to property, business, or
other circumstances. Hylton v. U. S. 3 Dall. 171. It
is a tax on the owner of the vessel, and made a lien
on his vessel, because be brings alien passengers in
his vessel. It is a tax on the business he carries on,
measured by the number of such passengers. Being
imposed to regulate commerce, it is not to be regarded



as a tax on the alien passenger, in the sense of a
capitation tax, even though the presumption may be
that the owner will make the passenger pay the tax.

It is also said that the act violates the following
provisions of article 1, § 8, of the constitution: “The
congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes,
duties, imposts, and excises, to pay the debts and
provide for the common defense and general welfare
of the United States; but all duties, imposts, and
excises shall be uniform throughout the United
States.” The argument is that this is a tax or duty;
that it is not collected to provide for the general
welfare of the United States; and that it is not uniform
throughout the United States, because aliens may
come to the United States from a foreign port by other
vessels than steam or sail vessels, and by other means
than by a vessel, and no duty is imposed for them.

The answer to this view is, that the act is not passed
in the exercise of the power of laying taxes. As before
said, the business of bringing aliens in these vessels,
instead of being prohibited, as it might have been
lawfully, is permitted on payment of this license fee,
and the moneys collected are made a special fund, to
be devoted exclusively to the purposes named in the
act,—the expense of regulating immigration, the care of
immigrants, the relief of such as are in distress, and
the general purposes and expenses of carrying the act
into effect. These expenses are fairly limited, and to be
limited, to purposes which are within the regulation of
commerce, and to objects fairly made necessary by the
exercise of the privilege or license granted. It is not,
for the purpose of invalidating the act, to be intended
that the objects specified in the act go beyond what
is constitutional, or that abuses will be allowed in
executing the act. None are alleged. If any shall appear,
it is to be presumed that congress will so legislate on
the subject as to avoid all excess of power. No such
excess appears in the act.



Aside from this, the tax applies uniformly to all
steam and sail vessels coming to all ports in the United
States, from all foreign ports, with all alien passengers.
The tax being a license tax on the business, the rule
of uniformity is sufficiently observed if the tax extends
to all persons of the class selected by congress; that is,
to all 140 owners of such vessels. Congress has the

exclusive power of selecting the class. It has regulated
that particular branch of commerce which concerns the
bringing of alien passengers on steam and sail vessels
from foreign ports, and has selected such vessels and
their owners for taxation everywhere throughout the
United States.

The case is not one where a court can say the
tax is not laid for the general welfare of the United
States. No court can say that it is not for the general
welfare of the United States to lay such a tax as this
to defray the expense of regulating the immigration of
aliens, and of caring for immigrants as they arrive, and
of relieving such as are in distress when they arrive,
and of supervising the business, and of supporting and
relieving such immigrants as may fall into distress or
need public aid, and of protecting the United States
and the immigrants from fraud and loss. As the ship-
owners have the privilege of bringing the immigrants
here, and setting before them the inducements to
come, it is for the general welfare of the United
States that those who come shall be directed to their
destinations, and guarded from being defrauded and
robbed on arrival, and kept from becoming at once a
public charge through want of means, if needy. It is a
tax laid to create a fund to be so used, which it must
be assumed congress has said is a tax laid to provide
for the general welfare of the United States; and it
is not the province of a court to say to the contrary.
The course of legislation and judicial decision shows
that the objects specified in this act are objects which
can be attained only through enactment by congress,



which shall operate equally throughout the states, and
are thus for the general welfare of the United States.

In respect to this case, and other cases arising
under the act, it is alleged that treaties existed before
the act was passed between the United States and
the various foreign countries of which the owners
of the vessels bringing the passengers were citizens
or subjects, and that the act violates the treaties in
imposing the tax. The argument is, that the tax is
really a tax on the passenger, and that the treaties
forbid the laying of the tax. Inasmuch as the tax
is laid on owners who are citizens of the United
States and their vessels, as well as on foreign owners
and their vessels, engaged in the same business, and
because of that business, it is not perceived how
there is any violation of any provision of any treaty,
or how any provision for freedom of commerce or
navigation, properly construed, can require more than
this. Otherwise, the one nation would be prevented,
under such provisions, from imposing on any goods
imported from the other any higher duties than those
imposed by the latter on like goods coming from the
former. There is all the freedom of commerce and
navigation which the treaties require, when all persons
engaged in a given business are treated alike, in the
way of license fee or taxation. The passengers do
not carry on the commerce or navigation by being
passengers in the vessel, and there is no violation 141

tion of the true meaning of any treaty, in imposing the
tax only for passengers who are not citizens of the
United States.

But, aside from this, the act of congress, if in
conflict with the prior treaties, supersedes them. It is
provided as follows by article 6 of the constitution:
“This constitution, and the laws of the United States
which shall be made in pursuance thereof, and all
treaties made, or which shall be made, under the
authority of the United States, shall be the supreme



law of the land.” The constitution requires that judicial
officers shall be bound by oath to support the
constitution. This requires them to see that both laws
and treaties shall be the supreme law in an equal
degree, neither more than the other. By article 2, § 2,
of the constitution, the president has power, by and
with the advice and consent of the senate, to make
treaties. So far, the treaties are only compacts, binding
on the two contracting parties, as between themselves
as nations. But, when it is further provided that all
laws becoming such in the manner provided in the
constitution, and all treaties, shall be the supreme law
of the land, treaties become law, and laws become
law, and judicial officers must treat both as of equal
weight. A treaty is not the law of the land at all,
and is nothing but a contract, except by virtue of the
clause which makes treaties and laws equally the law.
Without that clause a treaty would not supersede a
prior conflicting statute. As it does, so it must itself
be, as the supreme law of the land, superseded by a
subsequent conflicting statute; otherwise, the clause as
to laws and treaties being both of them the supreme
law would have no operation. A treaty would, as
against a prior conflicting statute, have no effect as
the supreme law until a new statute had abrogated
the old statute, and a statute would, as against a prior
conflicting treaty, have no effect as the supreme law
until a new treaty had superseded the old treaty. The
judicial decisions are to that effect. Taylor v. Morton,
2 Curt. C. C. 454; The Cherokee Tobacco, 11 Wall.
616; Ropes v. Clinch, 8 Blatchf. C. C. 304; The
Clinton Bridge, 1 Woolw. 155; Bartram v. Robertson,
15 Fed. Rep. 212.

It is urged that children under one year of age are
not passengers, under the provisions of the act, so as
to be chargeable with the duty, because in section 1
of the act of August 2, 1882, (22 St. at Large, c. 374,
p. 186,) “to regulate the carriage of passengers by sea,”



it is provided that in calculating the number of cubic
feet of space to be allowed for each passenger, in a
vessel bringing passengers other than cabin passengers
from a foreign port, children under one year of age
shall not be included. It is also urged that two children
between one and eight years of age should be counted
as one passenger, because it is so provided in section
1 of the last-named act, in regard to the cubic feet
of space. The two statutes have no relation to each
other. Each of the children is a passenger, and is to
count as one passenger unless expressly excluded. In
respect to cubic feet of space for sanitary purposes,
there is a special provision in the one statute 142 as to

children. In respect to the tax for the business, there
is no special provision in the other statute regarding
children, and each person carried is a passenger.

There must be a judgment for the defendant, with
costs. The same result is reached in regard to the
other actions tried, by the court at the same time,
brought against the same defendant, for like causes
of action, the facts being of the same character as in
this suit. Those suits are brought by the Liverpool &
Great Western Steam Company, the Nord Deutscher
Lloyd, Die Hamburg Amerikanische Packet Actien
Gesellschaft, and De Koninglyk Nederlandsch
Stoomvaart Maatschappy.

POWERS OF UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT. By the revolution the powers of
government devolved upon the people of the United

States;1 the body of electors composing the state;2

the sovereign people; every citizen being a constituent

member,3 who had the power to invest the general
government with all the powers they might deem
proper and necessary, and to prohibit the states from
exercising any powers incompatible with the objects of

the general compact.4 The government of the United
States is one of delegated powers alone, limited in



the number of powers enumerated in the federal
constitution, but supreme Within the scope of its

delegated powers,5 while state constitutions are but

limitations on sovereign powers already existing;6and it
is clothed with absolute sovereignty to the extent of its

powers,7 separate and distinct from state sovereignty,8

although they may operate on the same subject;9 but in

case of conflict the general government is supreme.10

The powers actually granted must be such as are

expressly given, or given by necessary implication;11

and in the exercise of all those means, and the
employment of all those agencies and instrumentalities,
“necessary and proper for carrying into execution its
granted powers,” the government of the United States
is as supreme and independent as the states which

created it.12 Whenever any act done under its
authority is challenged, the proper sanction must be
found in its charter, or the act is ultra vires and

void.13 The constitution divides the government into
three departments,—the executive, legislative, and
judicial,—the lines of separation being clearly defined
and closely followed, neither being permitted to
encroach on the power exclusively confided to the

other.14Among the powers expressly granted is the
power of taxation,
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1 which is also granted by necessary implication
as a means in the exercise of other powers expressly

granted;2 and the exercise of this power is vested in
the legislative department, with which the judiciary

cannot interfere.3

CONSTITUTIONAL CONSTRUCTION. Like
every other grant, the constitution is to have a
reasonable construction, according to the import of its



terms,4 as defined in the vocabulary of the nation

which adopted it.5 It should be so construed as to give
effect to its different clauses, and, as far as possible, to
reconcile them, and not let their seeming repugnancy

destroy them;6 and it must receive a practical

construction.7 So a construction long carried into
practice, though not sanctioned by judicial authority,

is worthy of great consideration.8Although the spirit
of the constitution is to be respected not less than its
letter, yet the spirit is to be collected chiefly from its

words.9 Where words admit of different intendments,
that must be selected which is most consonant with the

object in view.10 The argument from inconvenience
cannot prevail over plain words or clear reason, but a
construction which would necessarily occasion public
or private mischief must yield to a construction which

will occasion neither.11Words are to be taken in their
natural and obvious sense, and not in a sense

unreasonably restricted or enlarged.12 Every word
must have its due force and appropriate meaning,
and no word should be rejected as superfluous or

unmeaning;13 and care should betaken to reconcile

words apparently discordant.14 The same words have
not necessarily the same meaning when found in
different parts of the instrument, and the peculiar
sense in which a word is used is to be determined

by the context,15 unless the meaning is completely

ascertained,16 Adherence to the letter must not be
had in opposition to the reason and spirit of the
enactment, and to effectuate the object intended it
may be proper to deviate from the usual sense of the

words.17Affirmative words are often in their operation
negative of other objects than those affirmed, but they



should not be construed negatively, where they have

full operation, without such construction.18

EXECUTION OF POWERS AND
ENFORCEMENT OF RIGHTS. The constitution
does not profess to enumerate the means by which
the powers it confers may be executed. If the means
are appropriate, the necessity for their use is to be

determined by congress alone.19 If the constitution
guaranties a right, the national government is clothed

with authority to enforce it;20 and one method may
be applicable to one fundamental right, while another

may not.21So a wide discretion is left to congress to

determine what is necessary.22 In the exercise of its
power “to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and
excises,” 144 congress may, to enforce their payment,

authorize the distraint and sale of either real or

personal property without “due process of law.”1

GENERAL POWER OVER COMMERCE AND
BUSINESS. Congress has the general power to
impose a tax on business,—such as distilling,—and to

impose penalties and forfeitures.2 So it may impose an

excise tax on the circulation of state banks,3 or pass
a law imposing a license duty on those engaged in
a business which is a subject of a police regulation

by the state,4 and although the business may be

prohibited by the state laws.5 The mere imposition of
a tax by the United States does not authorize a person
to pursue an occupation prohibited by state law; the
regulation of such is in the domain of the police power

of the state.6

WHAT NOT WITHIN THE POWER OF
CONGRESS. The words “welfare of the United
States,” in the grant of power to congress to lay and
collect taxes, do not authorize the taxation of means



necessary for the exercise of the state government, nor
for purposes which are within the exclusive power of

the state;7 so whether a municipality builds a road or
loans its credit, it is performing one of the functions of
the state, and its revenues are not subject to taxation

by the federal government.8 Nor can congress interfere
with state taxation either as to the amount, assessment,

or enforcement of the taxes;9nor, without the assent
of the state, tax its means or instruments devised by

the state for the collection of its own revenue;10 nor

Can it tax the judicial proceedings of state courts,11

nor their process;12 nor require a evenue stamp upon

such process;13 nor the bonds required by law from

persons holding state offices;14 nor impose an income

tax on the salaries of state officers,15 as state judges,16

or prothonotaries.17 Although it may impose a tax on
the salaries of civil officers, yet it cannot tax those over

whom it has no constitutional power.18

POWERS CONCURRENT. The power of
taxation conferred on the general government does not
operate as a prohibition on the states; it is a power

concurrent in the national and state governments.19

Revenue is the life of the state, and congress cannot
say when and where and in what manner it must

be laid and collected.20 The inference is that the
individual states would, under the constitution, retain
an independent and uncontrollable authority to raise
revenue to any extent of which they may stand in need
by every kind of taxation except duties on imports
and exports, and this reconciles an indefinite power of
taxation with an adequate and independent power in

the states to provide for their own necessities.21 The
powers of congress are not exclusive except where the



constitution expressly in terms so provides, or where
they 145 are prohibited to the states, or where there is

a direct repugnance or incompatibility in their exercise

by the states.1 Congress has not the power to lay and
collect all taxes, else why in the same sentence almost
prohibit the states from laying one kind of an indirect
tax? Such a prohibition admits that the right is in the
states to levy and collect all other taxes proper for the

maintenance of their governments.2

LIMITATION ON POWER OF TAXATION.
The only limitatation on the power of taxation
conferred on congress by the constitution is that

“duties, imposts, and excises” shall be “uniform. “3

“Uniform,” means the same duties at all ports in
the states and territories, and that income taxes and
excises shall operate alike, including the District of

Columbia.4 The provisions of the constitution were
designed to secure uniformity as between the states,
not as between different kinds of property; “to cut
off all undue preferences of one state over another
in the regulation of subjects affecting the common

interests.”5 Where the law is uniform in conformance
with the constitution, its validity does not depend
on the celerity or uniformity with which it can be

executed.6 A capitation tax may be imposed by
congress not only in the states, but in the territories

and in the District of Columbia.7 Such a tax is a

direct tax;8 and direct taxes must be laid by the rule of

apportionment.9 The power of congress is necessarily
co-extensive with the territory of the United States,
operating on all persons belonging to the body

politic.10

RESTRICTIONS ON THE POWER OF
CONGRESS. The power of congress to interfere



with exports is taken away by the provision of the
constitution that “no tax or duty shall be laid on

articles exported from any state;”11 but a charge for
a stamp on a package of tobacco intended for export,
made as a means to prevent fraud, is not a tax on

exports;12 nor is an act regulating commercial
intercourse with the insurrectionary states and

imposing duties thereon.13 The first 10 amendments to
the federal constitution are restrictions on the power

of congress; they do not apply to the states;14 and so
of the 146 fifth amendment, which has no reference to

the exercise of the powers of state governments.1

TREATIES AND ACTS OF CONGRESS AS
SUPREME LAW. A treaty is a solemn agreement

between nations,2 and has the force of a law, binding
upon the nation in the aggregate, and all its

subordinate authorities and judges of every state.3

When duly ratified, a treaty is the supreme law—the

law of the land.4 It is to be regarded as equivalent
to an act of congress, whenever it operates of itself,
without the aid of any legislative provision; and where
a treaty and an act of congress are in conflict, the

latest in date must control.5Whether an act of congress
shall prevail over a treaty is a question solely of

municipal law as distinguished from public law.6 It
is supreme only when made in pursuance of that
authority which has been conferred upon the treaty-
making department, and in relation to subjects over

which it has jurisdiction.7Congress has the power to
repeal a law contained in a treaty when it relates to

subjects placed under the legislative power.8 When
the terms of a stipulation import a contract, a treaty
addresses itself to the political and not the judicial
department, and congress must execute it before it



becomes a rule of court.9 The constitution does not
forbid congress to pass laws impairing the obligation

of contracts;10 but an act of congress passed for the
purpose of impairing the obligation of a contract would
be void; yet if the primary object of the act was within

any of its granted powers, it is valid.11

PASSENGER TAX. The provision of the United
States constitution investing congress with the power
to regulate commerce extends to persons as well as

property.12 So the imposition of a tax on passengers
arriving from a foreign port, by a state statute, is

unconstitutional and void;13 and so of an act

discriminating as to Chinese immigration.14 A statute
of a state, in so far as it requires payment of 70 cents
for each passenger coming into the state, inspected
to ascertain if he is afflicted with leprosy, is

unconstitutional and void.15 “Imports” and “inspection
laws,” within the meaning of the United States
constitution, have reference solely to merchandise, and

do not apply to 147 persons.1 So a state statute

providing that a tax of one dollar be levied upon every
alien passenger coming by vessel from a foreign port,
out of which tax the commissioners of immigration
are to expend such sums as may be necessary for the
execution of the state inspection laws, the balance to
be paid into the United States treasury, is a regulation

of commerce and unconstitutional.2The result of the
Passenger Oases is that a tax demanded of the master
or owner of a vessel for every passenger is a regulation
of commerce, within the exclusive power of congress,
and, if imposed by a slate statute, it is unconstitutional

and void.3—[Ed.
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